21st century professionals are developing their careers in an atmosphere of uncertainty which is generated by an interconnected and rapidly changing world. Companies want managers who are capable of adapting to these changes while they search for, and implement, innovative ideas. Traditionally, one had to adapt to the environment, but now one can adapt the environment to one’s individual needs, and that’s why IE Business School presents its Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ Programs. These two Master Programs have been designed to provide you with a global view of business and the necessary analytical skills while further developing your entrepreneurial and innovative spirit ultimately aiming to transform you into a highly effective, creative and socially responsible manager.

The Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ Programs are part-time and compatible with your professional activity. They combine the characteristics of a traditional IE Business School MBA and the in-depth approach of a Specialized Program, and offer a wide range of options that allow you to customize your program, adapting your MBA program to your professional needs and personal circumstances.

**QUICK FACTS**

**Global MBA+**
Graduates with an average age of 29 and around 4.5 years of professional experience, who have successfully completed the IE admissions test - ieGAT (or equivalent: GMAT or GRE).

**Executive MBA+**
Professionals with an average age of 35 and around 10 years of professional experience, with a minimum of 3 years in an executive position.

**Designed for:** Professionals with an average age of 35 and around 10 years of professional experience, with a minimum of 3 years in an executive position.

**Formats:** Face-to-face (part-time), Blended or a combination of these two formats that fits your needs

**Personalization:** 9 Specialized Modules to choose from

**Language:** English, Spanish or Bilingual

**Total duration:** Between 10 and 17 months

**STRUCTURE**
The Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ Programs are made up of:

**CORE PERIOD**
Covers all the fundamental topics of an MBA, with a global perspective and from the viewpoint of the extended enterprise.

**MODULE**
Puts the knowledge acquired during the Core Period to use, furthering it with specialized skills and providing you with the access to a network that is more focused on your area of interest.

**Global MBA+**
- +Global Management
- +Advanced Global Management
- +Corporate Finance
- +Marketing & Sales
- +Information Technology
- +Tourism Management
- +Sports Management
- +Biotechnology Management
- +Digital Marketing
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The professionals who take part in the Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ go through a highly selective and competitive process and come from diverse sectors and academic backgrounds. This is an essential element of a program that is based on shared learning and teamwork. The result is a rich and diverse network that expands during the Module as you meet new classmates whose experiences and professional goals are similar to yours.

**CUSTOMIZE YOUR PROGRAM**

Personalize the program to your needs by selecting from the available language and format options, and choosing the Module of your choice. The program is completely flexible, allowing you to customize it according to your needs. You can choose to complete the Core Period in the face-to-face format and then change format when you start the Module, or the other way around, starting with a Blended format and then switching to face-to-face. The same applies to languages: you can carry out your Core Period in Spanish and then change to English, or vice-versa.

In order to obtain an IE Business School MBA Diploma, you must complete the Core Period plus one Module. The flexibility of the Program allows you to study a second module at some point in the future without having to take the Core Period again.

**TWO FORMATS**

Face-to-face: Weekend classes offered in a timetable compatible with your professional activity.

Blended: Combining face-to-face and online periods (through live videoconference sessions and discussion forum sessions), in a timetable compatible with your professional activity.

**NETWORKING**

The professionals who take part in the Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ go through a highly selective and competitive process and come from diverse sectors and academic backgrounds. This is an essential element of a program that is based on shared learning and teamwork. The result is a rich and diverse network that expands during the Module as you meet new classmates whose experiences and professional goals are similar to yours.
The IE Foundation offers scholarships based on merit, achievements and academic excellence to students who require help funding their program. IE also has agreements with leading Spanish banks and international institutions in order to offer students attractive packages to finance tuition and living expenses.

To learn more about the opportunities mentioned above, visit: www.ie.edu/financialaid
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ADMISSIONS PROCESS

Online application and supporting documents

Entrance Exam: ieGAT, GRE or GMAT (only applicable for the Global MBA+)

Personal interview

Final decision

- Proof of professional experience required for each program must be provided

CONTACT DETAILS

Detailed information regarding the Global MBA+ and Executive MBA+ Programs will be available on our new website www.ie.edu/business-school starting June 1st 2012. For further information, please contact:

gmbaplus.admissions@ie.edu
exmbaplus.admissions@ie.edu

RANKINGS

MBA

Financial Times (2012) 3rd in Europe, 8th in the world
America Economia (2011) 4th in the world
Wall Street Journal (2009) 1st in the world

Executive MBA

Bloomberg Businessweek (2011) 1st in Europe, 4th in the world
Financial Times (2011) 8th in the world

Distance Learning MBA Ranking

The Economist (2010) 1st in the world